TECHNICAL DATA
GOODBYE-NF
ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE DEODORANT LAVATORY FLUID
GoodBye-NF is a liquid lavatory fluid deodorant that is specifically developed to meet the need for a proven
technology lavatory fluid that is fully environmentally acceptable, provide operator safety, and is effective
for both waste disposal and odor control. Nuvite uses a careful process and proprietary formula to create a
uniquely effective and user-friendly product.
Both users and ground-based facilities prefer liquid products over powders and fillers that can contribute to
system sluggishness and potential clogging due to the instability of such powders. In addition, Nuvite
GoodBye-NF is very cost effective at in-service dilution rates compared with powders.









Completely soluble in water
Completely biodegradable
Non-restricted for waste disposal
Safe to all metals, plastics, and fabrics
High dilution ratios afford economy
Safe to personnel
Superior odor and color control
Conforms to Airframe OEM standards and specifications

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS







Appearance:
Odor:
pH:
Solubility:
Flash Point:
Specific Gravity:

Dark blue liquid
Perfume
7.8 - 8.2 @ 25 oC
Completely soluble in water or glycol-water
None
1.01 @ 25 oC

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. If lavatory system is severely clogged, use Nuvite Eliminate overnight lavatory tank/soak flush fluid
compound, prior to use of Good-Bye-NF.
2. For normal routine use, mix 1/2 ounce GoodBye-NF per one gallon of water (1:256 ratio). Add mix
solution to lavatory truck and charge lavatories per normal routine.

NOTE: Proportioners and injectors are available and provided by Nuvite to assist users and preclude
inaccuracies when using manual mix methods. Contact Nuvite representatives for further information &
assistance.
When using Nuvite products, please use recommended procedures and equipment. For further product
information, and technical support, consult a Nuvite Representative at 800.394.8351
HEALTH AND S AFETY
Users should use standard safety precautions, such as wearing gloves and eye protection along with
any other standard safety procedures. Refer to Safety Data Sheet for further health and safety information.
AVAILABILITY
Goodbye-NF is available in 1, 5 & 55 gallon containers and 5000 gallon tank wagons.

This technical data sheet is offered in good faith without warranty or representation solely for the buyer’s use in the evaluation of this
product. It is the responsibility of the buyer and end user to determine the data and safety information with respect to applicable laws,
regulations, and the fitness & character of this product prior to full scale use. UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS and or NUVITE CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS (seller) assumes no legal liability for any injury, accident, loss, or damage through the use of this product of which such
uses are beyond seller’s control.goodbyenf.10.16.td

